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NEW DIMENSIONS IN CAPABILITY 
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The Electron Plus 3 provides Acorn Electron Users with a faster, 
more flexible alternative to cassettes for the storage of 
programs and data. The Plus 3 is a self contained disc interface 
and 3. 5 irich single sided disc drive, providing the user with over 
300 Kbytes of storage and the new powerful Acorn Advanced 
Disc Filing System (ADFS). ADFS provides easy to use facilities 
at the basic level but also has features making it ideal for 
business use. 

3.5 inch discs are a robust, reliable and compact storage 
medium with metal protection shutters for the magnetic surface 
and built-in write protection tabs. These rigidly cased discs are 
rapidly becoming the recognised alternative to 5. 25 inch floppy 
discs. 

The Plus 3 connects to the Electron by the expansion bus 
and is secured by two substantial screws. The 'L' configuration 
of the Plus 3 brings the disc drive to a convenient position and 
makes the expanded Electron a compact, rigid, easily 
transportable unit. The Plus l expansion module can be 
attached to the rear of the Plus 3 giving the double advantage of 
instant access to applications programs such as VIEW and 
ViewSheet on ROM Cartridge and very high speed data or text 
storage on disc. A second expansion socket on the Plus 3 allows 
the connection of a further disc drive, this can be either 3. 5 inch 
o:r; 5. 25 inch. 

The Electron Plus 3 comes complete with full instructions 
and a disc containing demonstration software and utilities 
programs. 
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The Electron microcomP,ter system is designed and distril::uted in the 
UK by Acorn Comp!ters Limited. Every efi:rt is made to ensure that the 
inirmation in this leaflet is correct, oot we reserve the right to make 
alterations to the system at any time. No responsibility is accepted for 
errors or omissions. 
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